Dear customers,

We have had to face unprecedented challenges together in 2020. At Airbus Helicopters, this has reminded us of the importance of the relationships we have with you: our global customers, partners and friends.

We are delighted to recognise these crucial connections in this latest edition of our calendars that celebrate the important role you and your teams play every day. We are honoured to support your work and be part of your story.

Thank you to those of you who sent in pictures to be included in this calendar, this time you made the job of our independent jury harder than ever!

I hope this year will bring success and happiness to all of you.

In the meantime, thank you again and stay safe!

Sincerely,

Ben Bridge
Babcock Mission Critical Services Italia S.p.A – Italy
H145 Avalanche rescue training mission in the Italian Alps (Passo del Tonale).
© Alberto Bettu
Savage Air LLC - United States of America
H125 landing on the snowy mountain tops in Las Vegas area, for a day’s skiing in iconic locations.
© Matt Piva
Aiut Alpin Dolomites – Italy
H135
Intense climbing and rescue training on a mountain wall.
© Arik Oberrauch
Mercy Air Foundation – Switzerland
AS350
Children who received aid during cyclone Idai, Mozambique 2019
@ Foundation Mercy Air Switzerland
Almost unreal day up in the high arctic while loading a barge during demobilization of a remote camp site: perfect mix between work, icebergs and summer flowers.

@ Herbert Knobloch
Government Flying Service (GFS) - Hong Kong
H175
Rescue team training at Lead Mine Pass Campsite
Hong Kong
@ LEUNG WAI KONG
Maverick Helicopter Tours - United States of America
H130 making a low pass over Maui’s North Shore, carrying athletes for a surf check before the iconic “Jaws Big Wave Championship” surf event.
© Matt Piva
Tropic Air Ltd – Kenya

H125


@ Tropic Air Kenya
Polish Medical Air Rescue – Poland
H135
Joint exercises between Polish Medical Air Rescue and Mountain Volunteer Search and Rescue (GOPR).
@ Jarosław Sosnowski
New Resolution Geophysics – South Africa

AS350

Taken during an Xcite™ electromagnetic and magnetic survey over the Steenbras dam in the Hottentots Holland mountain range while the Cape was experiencing the worst drought on record.

© Skyhorse Aviation
On a very cold, snowy day, our flight physician views the winter scene during a patient flight.

@ Pete Rankin
Aiut Alpin Dolomites – Italy
H135
Challenging night mountain rescue training to ensure rescuers will be transferred to hospital as quickly as possible.
© Freddy Planinschek
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